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Last year, we began a series of features on
instrumentation and control, aimed at
helping plant engineers to skill-up. In the first

feature we covered pressure and flow equipment. In
this second piece, we move on to level instruments
– choices, sizing and what works best and why. 

Although there are clear similarities – level being
another physical parameter sensed using
comparable equipment and with similar issues, in
terms of the need for caution around process
materials and conditions – there are also significant
differences. For liquids, the plant infrastructure itself
(tank girders, stirrers, agitators and materials of
construction) and any potential for foaming, multiple

level interfaces, vapours and dust, density and
pressure changes, all need to be considered. Then,
in the case of solids, sticking characteristics, granule
size and the existence of in-flight material entering
tanks and silos are salient factors. 

It’s also important to note that, following the
Buncefield disaster, plant operators tend to be more
sensitive about getting level right. That’s certainly the
case where high-level alarm switching and spillage
prevention are the requirements (and especially with
petrochemicals, oil and gas, for which new
guidelines are available via HSE); but it’s also
heightened awareness of getting level detection
properly working and maintained elsewhere – to
ensure plant safety and to improve process uptime. 

Which, with the very wide variety of level
monitoring requirements and technologies, isn’t
always as easy as it might seem. 

So what are the choices? Well, they include
mechanical (displacers, floats, bubblers etc) and
electronic (differential and hydrostatic pressure etc)
point and continuous level devices, ultrasonic,
guided wave radar, free radiating radar, capacitance,
vibrating fork, nuclear and RF admittance
instruments – as well as specialist equipment for
boiler controls. Each has pros and cons, and most
engineers have their favourites, based on their own
experience, but it’s worth being aware of the range. 

Kent Pohl, level solutions manager with Emerson
Process Management, says: “If you’re looking at
general process level measurement, the big three
are pressure-based, radar and ultrasonic, with
vibrating fork and float switches for level detection.

Then, for solids, the most common choices are
capacitance, paddle and vibrating fork switches and
radar-based technologies.” 

Whichever you choose, selection and
subsequent sizing aren’t too difficult today, given the
advent of free online configuration software. “In our
case, you start by entering process data and
answering questions about the application and
mechanical considerations, and the software tells
you which technologies will work best from our
product range. It also covers material selection and
generates data sheets for you,” says Pohl. 

That’s great, but Chris Brennan, product
specialist for Endress + Hauser, suggests that

engineers do need to remember that instrument
vendors don’t all cover all the available choices. He
also makes the point that background knowledge of
the relevant science is still key to getting instruments
working at their best – and that level instrumentation
technologies are constantly being developed. “For
example, our old Liquiphant tuning fork level
switches are now capable of monitoring their own
status, which makes them more suitable for SIL
[safety integrity levels] applications. And these
instruments can also use frequency to derive density
and concentration, for process control.” 

Capacitance and radar
Similar improvements have been made with
capacitance level sensing, for switching and
continuous level measurement, he says. “We use a
range of techniques to deal with problems such as
product build-up on the probes. With capacitance,
you still have to consider the conductivity and
dielectric constant of your fluid, but we now offer a
range of constructions and wetted materials, and
one of the benefits of these instruments is you do
get very fast response level measurement.” 

Even radar level devices have moved on, and
that applies to both free space and guided wave
types. Brennan explains that free space devices
emit radar through an antenna into a vessel and
measure time of flight of the reflected signal. Higher
frequencies are now used and upsides include good
signal processing, efficient automated tank mapping
software (to eliminate unwanted reflections) and an
ability to handle a wide range of applications, now
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It won’t have escaped your attention that

instrumentation and control is encroaching

inexorably into our bailiwicks. It started in

condition-based maintenance, with plant engineers

using, for example, portable ultrasonic flowmeters,

vibration monitors and infrared thermal cameras.

Now, like it or not, we’re increasingly responsible –

and not just for equipment installation,

commissioning and test, but increasingly also

troubleshooting and in some cases specification. 

Why? Quite simply because, over the years, as

the chemicals sector, oil and gas companies and

others have cut costs, by making skilled technicians

redundant, and outsourcing instrument and control

maintenance, the industry has lost a whole

generation of specialists. Now – although

apprenticeships are returning – there simply aren’t

enough to go around. 

So plant engineers must skill up: get a handle on

the technologies involved, what to use where, sizing

issues, best practice, common problems and

pitfalls. Importantly, we also need to do that in light

of recent developments, bearing in mind three

cardinal points: that technology in this area moves

faster than many, that almost every application is

different and that this is a very big subject. 

Hence this first in a series of features on control

and instrumentation engineering. Starting from the

premise that you can’t control what you can’t

measure, this first piece aims to provide an update

on the instrument end of the business, beginning

with key parameters such as pressure, flow, level

and temperature, and covering advice and guidance

on the broad issues and best practices. 

Taking pressure first, you’re looking at pretty

mature instruments, mostly using capacitance,

piezoelectric, inductance and vibrating wire sensor

technologies, as well as the old Wheatstone bridge

resistance kit. Choice of sensor technology here is

not normally the issue: it’s dictated by pressure

range. For example, high pressures tend to be best

handled by piezo-based devices, while the

construction of inductance sensing units lends itself

to severe over-range handling requirements. 

Trevor Dunger, pressure specialist with ABB,

comments that the last decade has been about “an

arms race on accuracy and stability,” that’s gone

about as far as it can, with most of the majors long

since able to claim high spec instruments. For him,

what matters today is ease of set-up and operation.

“It’s about reducing instrument commissioning time

through common programming, simple HMIs and

easy set-up menus, so that when an engineer is on

an oil rig, on his own, in the dark, it’s all intuitive.” 

That much is a recurring theme throughout

instrumentation – certainly not just pressure. Most of

the big instrument manufacturers build intelligent

transmitters (incorporating sensor housing,

mounting assembly, electronics and process

connections) and, even if signalling and power are

via the dated analogue 4–20mA, setup is digital. 

Size matters

For those that use the superimposed HART digital

communications technology, there are the added

benefits of remote set-up and instrument health

diagnostics, while moving up to any of the flavours

of full digital fieldbus plant communications means

multiplexed loop signalling to the control room, so a

massive reduction in wiring. Wireless HART and

fieldbus clearly promise even greater savings. (HART

and fieldbus will be covered in a forthcoming issue

of Plant Engineer.) 

Returning to pressure instruments, key selection

issues concern sizing, mechanical type and

materials of construction – and there are potentially

tens of thousands of permutations. Thankfully, ABB,

Emerson and others provide very useful wall charts

and online selection guides, designed to take

engineers through a logical sequence of decision

points to reach the right choice. 

Beyond that, from a mechanical engineering

perspective, it’s relatively simple stuff. “For example,

lowest cost pressure devices just use screw

connections, typically half inch NPT,” explains

Dunger. The only real concern (apart from safe

installation, access for maintenance and issues

around abrasive or aggressive media or plant

environments) is ensuring that your impulse lines

aren’t going to block due to process fluid viscosity

or entrained particles. 

However, Dunger also advises: “You also need to

consider temperature, and whether you should

protect the transmitter with a stand-off assembly.

On applications up to 180 C, for example, the

instrument’s diaphragms and impulse line fill fluid

may be fine, but heat transfer to the electronics

might be a problem.” Although, that said, such

devices routinely work on steam applications, using

water-filled impulse lines, and in cryogenics, with

low freezing point fluid fills. 

However, if screw connections are not man

enough, you’re into transmitters with flush

diaphragms and remote seals to the process. These

units completely eliminate any blocking problems

and can also be specified with large flange

connections for difficult, highly viscous media.

Standing off from the remote seals, using liquid-filled

capillaries, again solves any temperature problems. 

Turning to pitfalls, Dunger warns engineers to

tread carefully when it comes to quoted turndown –

reduced ranges over which instruments can

theoretically be used. “It’s all lies, damned lies and

specifications,” he quips. “No one can design a

single sensor to cope with everything from half a

mbar to 600bar and maintain the same accuracy, so

we all offer a series of instruments, claiming

turndowns of, say, 100 to 1. That implies, for

example, that a 600bar unit can also be used for

measuring from 0 to 6bar. And it can, but doing so

accentuates the errors, including temperature errors

and static pressure errors on differential pressure

devices, both of which are quoted as a percentage

of the upper range limit. So, an instrument rated at

0.025% accuracy might deliver just 2.5% at the

extreme of its turndown in a practical application.” 

Much the same is true across most mechanical

instruments that involve micro sensing, and the plain

fact is, you need to read the fine print. However,

there are also significant differences that matter

when you’re selecting devices for other parameters. 

Technology for flow

Take flow, for example, and you’ll find that choice of

technology is key, best arrived at by first establishing

the process fluid and only then the range, accuracy

and cost limits. Main flowmeter types include

electromagnetic, Coriolis (mass flow), vortex, swirl

(also mass flow on dry or saturated steam), clamp-

on ultrasonic, differential pressure, variable area

meters and positive displacement mechanical units. 

Outside domestic water, magnetic flowmeters,

with their sensing electronics built into the pipe

assembly lining, are by far the most common, with

sizes typically ranging from 3mm to 2.4 meters

diameter. Tony Hoyle, UK flow product manager

with ABB, advises that, if the fluid to be measured is

conductive and the pipe diameter 25mm or greater,

this is your first choice. “The biggest application is

water – and not just in the utilities but for pipeline

flows throughout industry – but they’re also ideal for

fluids such as milk, juices and beer,” he explains. 

Again, there are choices of fitting – in this case,
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Pointers

• HART and full fieldbus

communications enable

remote diagnostics

• Sizing, mechanical type

and construction materials

depend on the application

• Read specifications

carefully: quoted turndown

is often not what it seems

• Knowledge of flowmeter

technologies is key to good

specification and choice

• Coriolis mass flow

devices are falling in price

and offer mutli-parameters

• Technology changes fast

here, so ask the vendors 
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including solids. Guided wave radar instruments, on
the other hand, require less energy, can measure
level even on low dielectric constant products, can
deal better with product foaming, but may suffer
from product contact with the radar waveguide. 

“Using free space radar technology to get non-
contact level measurement with powders, granules
and pellets is the real new winner here,” says
Brennan. “It’s superior to ultrasonic measurement
not only because it’s unaffected by product in flight
coming into a vessel, but also dust in the
atmosphere. What’s more, the frequencies are fixed
and device setup is all done fairly automatically by
PC software, usually at the remote end of a cable
using the HART [digital plant communications] signal
– although it can also be done using local
programming in the instrument head.” 

Just a couple of caveats. Pohl advises engineers
to consider aspects such as the installation and

lifecycle support offered by different instrument
vendors. “Use the selection and configuration tools,
but be aware that there are features and benefits
with, for example, commissioning, SILs and health
verification, that some vendors offer and others do
not,” he warns. And Brennan adds that engineers
need to understand that older level technologies
might not be safest. “With modern self-diagnostic
equipment, engineers can be advised of a fault long
before it becomes a dangerous situation.”  

And, if you’re still concerned, there are safety
nets. Neil Ritchie, manager of ABB’s Drives and
Instrumentation Service business unit, says his
company recognises that plant engineers in all sorts
of industries are being stretched, so it has
established a specific instrumentation phone
support service. “It covers everything from basic
stuff, such as ‘which terminals should I use?’ to
detailed troubleshooting and advice on
obsolescence, instrument spares and training. 

“We come across all sorts of problems, often due
to the wrong instruments being used in the wrong
environment, or engineers assuming that, because
they’re using newer instrumentation, it’s virtually
maintenance free – so failing to implement proper
maintenance and support programmes. 

“People think of instruments as commodities, but
they still need at least periodic calibration to make
sure they’re monitoring or controlling the process
properly or meeting regulatory requirements. Our
view is that engineers need to establish a
maintenance infrastructure that supports the
lifecycle of the plant – not just the instrument.” PE

Premiere Products cleans up
with ‘outside looking in’ radar 

When Cheltenham-based commercial cleaning and maintenance chemicals manufacturer
Premiere Products took delivery of a new 40,000 litre polypropylene tank for processing and
storing detergents, it soon ran up against problems. Plant engineers found that the ultrasonic
level measuring system, included with the tank, was struggling to cope with foam, particularly
when products were being recirculated – resulting in spurious and inaccurate readings. 

So they called in Hycontrol, which came up with a novel way of using its TDR (time domain
reflectometry) radar level measuring system. Instead of installing the stainless steel waveguide
cable inside the tank, Hycontrol advocated installing it in a plastic tube on the outside. 

Why? Well, because polypropylene has a low dielectric, the instrument’s microwaves can
pass right through the tank wall, so the system operates as if the tank doesn’t exist – yet it’s no
longer exposed to the foam. Says Hycontrol area sales manager Dave Wadsworth: “Initially,
Premiere engineers were sceptical about our ‘outside looking in’ solution, but they soon realised
that this offered a highly effective answer and the system works extremely well. 

“We supply the VF7 TDR units pre-calibrated, making installation very easy, and, in this
application, there was no disruption to the process. Also, unlike a number of alternative
technologies, TDR has the advantage of not being affected by process factors, such as dust,
vapour, agitated and boiling surfaces, and pressure, temperature and density variations.” 
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